
Pharchamo Peak Climbing

Trip Overview
Pharchamo Peak climbing is situated at an elevation of 6279m, Pharchamo Peak Climbing 6279m is
situated in the south of the Tashilabtsa at Rolwaling Himal range. The valley of Rolwaling is natural
and remote and has drifted down amid vertical snow capped peaks and because of its location; the
local Sherpas here have simply named the valley “the grave”. Although the major way in to climbing
Pacheramo peak is through Rolwaling valley, the alternative route from the Khumbu side via
Namche Bazaar to Thame is used because in 1980s, the former route was closed 1980s because of
possible risks the porters suffered while crossing the Tashilabtsa (5,755m). Crossing the Tashi
Lapcha pass is challenging, some mountaineering experiences are a must and while climbing
Pachermo Peak in Nepal, climbing gears are required since this climbing is pretty snow covered and
iced due to the height and the peak’s seclusion. It is an attractive mountain and although the ridge
may be without much difficulty, sometimes crevasses can cause some difficulty close to the peak.
The trek presents an excellent and amazing high alpine valley in the north east of Nepal and as we
trek, we get familiar with the mixed cultures of Brahmin villages and then Buddhist cultured
villages. The views from the peak are immensely spectacular and very rewarding. On a clear day,
looking to the west, we will see the famous mountains of the Khumbu end with Mount Everest to the
east, and to the north, there are the bastions of Cho-Oyu and Gyachung Kang. This is one of the best
destinations that is certainly worth climbing and the best time to climb the Pachermo Peak is April-
May and September – November.

Pharchamo Peak Climbing 6279m is one of the best trekking peak climbs in the Rolwaling Range,
which looks above 5800m to 6500m peak in Nepal Himalaya at Solukhumbu district in Nepal.
Connect with Climbing Himalaya for Mountaineering info, and to Explore this Nepal Himalaya peak,
we would like to organise Pharchamo Peak Climbing 6279m as in: as per our client’s requirement or
in a fixed package arranged by us to provide different experience as compared to others. We offer a
Package of Pharchamo Peak climbing that covers: Logistic, Transportation, Accommodation, and
Professional Mountain Guide – all of precisely what we’ll need for Pharchamo Peak and at a
reasonable price. Pharchamo Peak climbing costs offered here are reasonable in a sense that we
make sure that you have the best of everything. We would like you to explore the Himalayas and
experience professional peak climbing in Nepal. All climbers who want to be at the summit of
Pharchamo Peak in Nepal, Please feel free to connect with us at Climbing Himalaya to achieve your
most awaited dream. We believe we are proficient enough to handle any kind of problems perfectly
and professionally.
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